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1. Boson model 

Introduction of new degrees of freedom in the interacting boson 
model (IBM), other than the monopole s and quadrupole d ones, has 
been tried already in the first papers on IBM. However in the last 
years it was realised that these degrees of freedom can be chosen so 
that the U(3) subgroup and thus the rotational limit remain there. 
This has been achieved e.g. in the spdt boson model /l,2/, and in a 
unified IBM /3/, both developed algebraically only in the rotational 
limit. 

In 1986 two ~f us suggested an extension of the IBM called 
interacting multi boson model (IMBM) / 4 ,5/, showing that a definite 
simple choice of the boson space preserves not only the vibrational 
and rotational limits, but other intermediate limits as well. Thus it 
has been demonstrated that IMBM conserves the basic feature of IBM to 
give a simploe and clear description of transitional nuclei as well • 
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each multipolarity j = 0(1), 2(3), •••• n-2 and/or 
j = 1(0), 3(2), •••• n-1 • In the first case we obtain an initial 
u0(1),2(3), ••• n-2 (n(n-l)/2) group; in the second, a 
ul(0),3(2), ••. n-l ((n+l)n/2) group; and in both the cases, a 

uO,l, ••• n-2,n-l ( nn) -;, 

u0(1),2(3), ••• n-2 (n(n-l)/2) X ul(0),3(2), ••• n-l ( (n+l)n/2) 
(1) 

group. In particular, at n = 4 we ~btain the spdf boson model 
initial group U0 •1 •2 •3(16) ~ U0 •2(6) x Ul'3(10) 1 including the 
usual sd u0 •2(6) and the pf u1•3(10) model ~ups. The group 
structure of u0 •2(6) is well known, and of u1• (10) it has been 
derived in reference / 4/; the boson hamiltonian and transition opera
tors have been also introduced there. 

It has been shown further that a simple pf model hamiltonian, 
with two parameters left in each case, can roughly reproduce the 
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positive and negative parity yrast bands of actiDide isotones in the 
vibrational, intermediate (transitional) and rotational cases /5/. 

In what ~ollows we are going to apply the following simplified 
hamiltonians in the vibrational limit, either: 

h = £ (~ + 2~ + 3~)/3 + "'3 
f37CJJ7 

or: 

h = [(~ + 2~ + 3~)/3 + J33~1·~·3. 

Both are corresponding to the group chains presented by the first 
lines of formulae (3) and ( 4) in reference 74/. The first term has 
been chosen to provide a smooth yrast line and to ensure a !Mx1mal 
degeneracy, and also in this way a maximal mixing o~ the pdf de
grees of freedom, in order to look i~ it is allowed by experiment. 
Hamiltonian (2) gives the same yrast level energy for the same 

(2) 

(3) 

n1 + 2n2 • A small additional term in (2), e.g. j5 c;.~ , can make 
lower n2 values advantageous. In the following, with (2) only, we 
shall substitute such a term by the condition: 2n2 ~ B - n1 - ~ 
which is stronger than: n2 ~ B - n1 -~ following from the total 
boson number rule (see the end of this section). Hamiltonian (3) 

gives moreover the same yrast level energy ~or 'the same linear com-
, "') ::z: , 

bination n- + 2n- + 3n~ of the p boson number n- , d boson 
number n2 and ~ boson number n3 • Por corrections in the inter
mediate limit we are going to use: 

h = f.l w""l,2,3 )' 5 5 . (4) 

This is corresponding to the group chains presented by any o~ the 
~irst two lines o~ ~ormulae (3) and any of the three lines before the 
last one of formulae (4) in reference 141. 

In our formulas ~ = it and V ; are the first and second 
order Casimir operators of Ut(r) , w; is the second order Casi
mir operator o~ ot(r) • The embedding of the subgroups in each 
chain of formlae (4) in re~erence / 4/ to find the lnel quantua 
n.umbers, and the Casimir operator eigeDT&l.ues n! = n t (DUilbers of 
t bosons), )} ! , UJ ! in terms o~ these quantua n.umbers to find 
the lenl energies, have been discussed before / 4 ,5/. 

One additional i-_portant point for the application of IIIBII is re
lated to the well mown ad hoe rule accepted in !J'II: the total boson 
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number B is equal to the valence nucleon (or hole) pair number B • 
It has been noticed /5/ that if such total boson DUmber is accepted 
for the spdf model in aetiDides, one would miss the highest collec
tive level spins observed. Deviations from that rule have been 
used 12 ,5/. But this can be understood if one remembers the shell 
model reasons in favour of that rule. In fact, to build nucleon pairs 
related to negative parity e.g. pf bosons, to the valence subshell 
o~ a single parity 1t+ with M+ state pairs and N+ nucleon (or 
hole) pairs, one has to add a near subshell of opposite parity 
11 _ = - 7T. + with M_ state pairs and If_ nucleon (or hole) pairs. 
If+ and B_ are accepted to be of the same nucleon or hole type, 
the type being chosen so that If+ + If_ :;: II+ + M _ - N + - B _ • This 
would result in a modified IIIBM total epdf boson 
n° + n1 + n2 + ~ = B number rule: B = B+ + B_ • The usual IBII _ 

total boson number rule, in our notation ~or comparison, is: II = N, 

where N = i+ + i_ and N+ = Min ( B+ , II+ -If+ ) • N is the 
valence nucleon (or hole) - pair - - - number, usually 
determined by the nucleon (or hole) pairs above (or below) the 
nearest proton and neutron magic numbers. A restriction on the p~ 

boson number: n1 + ~ ~ M, where M = 4 Min ( M+ , II_ ) , has to 
be imposed in cases II < N ~ and on the d boson number: 
n2 ~ i if d bosons are assumed to follow the usual IBII behaviour. 

2. Experiment 

The 2~~a130 level scheme has been experimentally studied in 
several ~blications /G-8/, with which already comparisons have been 
.ade 12 • 1. Now, ~our o~ us have reinvestigated the excited states 
of 2~a via the 2~ ( 1:c , 4n ) reaction in an experiment at 
the tandem accelerator of Strasbourg using the 4?( array lllllti
detector called "ChAteau de Oristal" ( Crystal Castle ) /9/. The 
new essentially extended level scheme of 2~~a is shown in the le~ 
hand side o~ ~igure 1 • 

Extended experimental details will be given in a forthcoming pa
per. Here we mention that spin assignments were established from the 
measured gamma ray anisotropies. Intensity balance was used to 
differentiate between Ml and Kl transitions. The previously 
known positive and negative parity bands were confirmed and extended 
up to I :N = 30+ and In = 31- • A different version of the second 
negative parity band is proposed in the present work. This band is 
observed up to I r.:: = (24-) and connected by Ill transitions to 
the ~irst negative parity band. At high excitation energy it is 
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connected by El transitions to a possible second positive parity 
band. 

So the main features of the new experimental results can be 
summarised as follows. 1) The level scheme is extended to much 
higher spins, and one can see that it preserves its collective 
vibrational type. The ground positive and negative parity 1r ,rast 
bands are h;ybridised into one for all spins I ~ 4 • One lllight say 
that this is the first pure case of h;ybridisation without signs o't 
static deformations. 2) The most important 'feature of the new 
experiment is the discovery of peculiar side yrare bands with the 
same positive and negative space parities ~ as those o't the ground 
yrast bands, but with spins I decreased by one spin unit. This 
means that their levels have opposite spin parity (-)I • These 
levels have almost the same energies E • They are also h;ybridised 
into one band. 

3. Interpretation 

Let us now apply the spdf boson model 'tor the interpretation o't 
the experiment with all these features, without aiming at a detailed 
fit. The modification of the total boson number rule discussed at 
the end of the first section will be used. ~or our nucleus 
N + = 3 + 2 = 5 • Indeed. its proton part 'tor magic number 82 is 
N. = (88 - 82)/2 = 3 • Its neutron part for ll8ld.c nwaber 126 is 
N~ = (130 ~ 126)/2 = 2 • Shell model reasons are consistent with the 
choice N_ = M_ = 2 + 4 = 6 • In fact, 'tor protons the lower valence 
subshell has parity n + = - and is 2 't 7/2 + 3 p 3/2 + • • • • • and 
the upper full subshell of opposite parity 7t _ = + can be assumed 
to be 2 d 3/2 with the proton part of 1!f_ = •- = 2 .• ~or Jl8Utrons tile 
lower valence subshell has parity 7L + = + and is 
2 g 9/2 + 3 d 5/2 + 4 s 1/2 + • • • • , and the upper full subshell of 
opposite parity rc: _ = - can be assumed to be 3 p 1/2 + 2 't 5/2 
with the neutron part of N_ = M_ = 4 • Then the total boson uumber 
will be 1!f = N+ + N_ =_11 _inst!ad of the usually accepted valence 
nucleon pair number N = N+ + 1!f_ = 1!f+ = 5 • The restriction on the 
pf boson number is not necess&r7 here since for both nucleon type 
parts M ~ N , and on the d boson llUIIber it is n2 :: i = 5 

We considerthe vibrational liait with the simple haailtonians (2) 
or (3). Let us choose both their paraaeters to fit the lowest and 
highest spin part of the yrast 1t = + band, obt;aiMg:'tor -~) 

£ = 585 keV and f3 7 = 3.4 keV, or for (3) f" = 579 keV aDd 
J3 3 = 0.596 keV. A.~l the three rewaining bands: yrast '31 = - , 
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Fi~l. 2~gRa level scheme with 
level energies E , level spins and 

parities I:n:. (a) This experiment 
except an isolated (10)+ level 
with the 1- , 3- levels from 171. 
(b) Theory (2) in the vibrational 
limit with correction (4) for I< It
in the intermediate limit, two pa
rameters: given in the text. 
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Figure 2. 2~~a130 yrast and 
:~rare 7i: = :!: lines with level 
energies E , spins I and pari
ties Ti • (a) Experiment from 
figure 1 with tentative 13+ ,15+, 
--+ - - -
~f ~rare ~eveLs rrom prev~ous 
work; yrast 7L = + : empty 
squares C1 ' yrast rr = - : :l.'illed 
squares • ' ;yrare n = + : empty 
circles 0 , yrare 7C = - : filled 
circles • • (b) Theory from fi
gure 1; yrast: solid line --t 
yrare: dashed line - - - • 

yrare 71. = + and yrare ;r[ = - are obtained automatically for I ~ 4. 
For the remaining levels I < 4 , and in fact for the 1- level only, 
we have to accept a transition to the intermediate limit. This is na
tural since our nucleus, according to deformation systematics, should 
be transitional in its ground state I = 0 with quite a small quadru
pole deformation. On the other hand the yrast states have spins 
I = n1 + an2 + 3n3 which means alignment of all the boson angular 
momenta. This might destroy the deformation at an accordingly low 
pdf boson number J- + rf + .,} = N - n° -x. 2 or spin · I -:::::: 2 - 6 , • 
It might be achieved e.g. b;y adding (4) multiplied by the step 
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fUnction e ( 1-zh to (2) or (3) after 111111 ti-plying their first terms 
e ... "' .-.1 --2 --~ r. ~ 8 by 1 - (1-n) , where n = n + n + n = B - n , (x) = 0 1:t 

x < 0 • B (x) = 1 if x ~ 0 • In order to introduce 110 new parame-. 
ter, we conserve the 2+ level position to get fl

5 
= 97.5 keV with 

(2) and p 5 = 96.5 keV with(.~). Thus we obtain the levels I<4 too. 
The result for (2) with (4) is shown in the right hand side of 

figure 1 to be compared with the experiment in its left hand side. 
Another presentation of the comparison of theory with experiment, 
showing directly the h;ybridised yrast and ;yrare lines, can be seen in 
:tigure 2. Its normalised X value: 

X = [~ ( .!1 - B: )2 /(k- 2)] 1/2 
i - 1 

(5) 

providing a measure for the deviation of the individual theoretic~ 
E t from experimental Ee level energy, k being the number of 
compared levels, is X = 80.67 (66.87} keV with all the levels in 
figures 1,2 included and k = 45 (respectively with dashed-line 
levels in figure 1 as well as the additional three levels in figure 
2 exc1uded and k = 29 ). The result for (3) with (4) is not shown 
siDce it is rather similar to the previous one. Its noraalised Y: 
value is X = 91.44 (89.21) keV. So - can say that there is no 
essential di:t:terence in accuracy between both results, the first one 
~-~-~ _,~~~,. ~-~+--
--~-o ---o-·-~ ------· 

One can see that all the features of the experiment mentioned in 
the previous section are described, and the level scheme itself is 
reproduced. The peculiarities of the model allowing to achieve the 
description of the corresponding features of the experiment are as 
follows. 1) The smooth vibrational h;ybridised ground ;yrast line 
4+, 5-, 6+, ?-, •••• is due to the first tera of (2) or (3). The 
same result will be obtained even without d bosons ( n2 = 0 ) due 
to the ratio 3 of octupole F; to dipole t: /3 boson paraaeters. 
The collectivity of the levels up to a spin higber than the doubled 
spin allowed by IBM is understood by the modi:tied IMBM total boson 
number rule (the end of the first section). 2) The existence of the 
11+, 12-, 13+, 14-, •••• side yrare line of levels with almost the 
same energies as those of the 12+, 13-, 14+, 15-, •••• ground ;yrast 
line, in case (2) 1:t n2 = 0 or in case (3) 1:t n2 = 0 and 
n~ = min • is due to the vector addition of p and f boson angular 
momenta not only to maxima1 values as for the yrast line, but also to 
118Jd.ma1 values minus one for the ;yrare line. Let us notice that the 
last values do not appear with one t;ype of bosons only. So the lack 
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Table 1 
Numbers: n1 of p bosons, n2 of d bosons, and .,? 

of f bosons in the vibrational 2~~a130 ;yrast (;yt) and yrare (ye) 
states (the latter as they appear for hamiltonian (2) with n2 = 0 ) 
of parity rt = + or - and spin I • Por each I 1'{ , above: nam:J.l to
nian (2) values, below: hamiltonian (3) values. Below n3 chan~s 
from min to max with step 1 and n1 + 2n2 changes simultaneouslY 
from max to min with step -3 • Por fixed n1 + 2n2 above and below 
n2 changes with step 1 and n1 changes simultaneously with stSP -2 
in limits determined by n1 _< 11 - ,} and n2 s 5 

I n1+2n2 3" n I n1+2n2 r? I 

yt ye ;yt ye ;yt ;ye 

o+ 0 0 11- 11 0 22+ 21+ 
0-0 0-0 11-2 0-3 

1- 1 0 12+ 11+ 9 1 23- 22-
1-1 0-0 12-0 0-4 

2+ 2 0 13- 12- 10 1 24+ 23+ 
2-2 0-0 13-1 0-4 

3- 3 0 14+ 13+ 8 2 25- 24-
3-0 0-1 14-2 0-4 

4+ 4 0 15- 14- 9 2 26+ 25+ 
4-1 0-1 15-0 0-5 

5- 5 0 16+ 15+ 7 3 27- 26-
5-2 0-1 16-1 0-5 
- - ~ ~ 

33-

--nl+2n2 ,} 

4 6 
13-1 7-7 

5 6 
11-2 4-7 

3 7 
12-0 .U.-8 

4 7 
10-1 ~-8 

2 8 
11-2 ~-8 

3 B 
9-0 6-9 

, Q 

0 11 
0-0 }.1-11 

of lower side band spins, except for experimental difficulties to po
pulate them, may be due to the fact that in the above mentioned cases 
their states contain p boson predominant configurations, whereas 
combined pf boson configurations appear at spins higher than ~bout 
1/3 of the maximal one: see the next section and table 1. 

In this experiment there is an additional (10)+ level, DO~ 
shown in figure 1, a little bit higher than the yrast 10+ /9/. It 
could be a double ;yrare level to the ;yrast 12+ with the angul~ 
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momentum decreased not by one, but by two spin units. Levels of that 
type are also predicted in the model. 

4. Dipole octupole correlations 

In table 1 we present all spdf boson configurations allowed by 
our fits. For the fit with hamiltonian (2) only fixed n~ values 
(above I7(.) are allowed. For the fit with hamiltonian (~) all the 
~ values between a minimal first one and a maximal second one 
(below I ?i ) are allowed. Both for (2) and (~) all the nl and n2 

values, obeying the relation n1 + 2n2 = constant , for (~) limited 
1 ll 2 . 

by n ~ ll - rr' and n ~ 5 , are allowed. Everywhere 
n° = ll - n1 - n2 - n' . Thus the f boson number n' is fixed 
for fit (2), but limited to an interval for fit (~) with maximal 
width 5 bosons at intermediate spins. The competition between d 
bosons with number n2 and p bosons with number n1 is not 
cleared up by the above mentioned, n2 maximum extending from 0 to 5 
bosons, n1 from 0 to 11 bosons, both at intermediate spins. 

This means that the pdf boson hamiltonian can be constructed 
in such ways that it fits the level energies with almost the same 
accuracy, but predicts different pdf boson participation in the 
st9.tes in the limits shown in table 1. Even without the table it is 
clear that any one p or d or f boson type description is im
possible since it will misR manv ohAP.~A~ 1~vA!a, ·~~~ ~~~ ~~~ =~~~~ 
types, pd without f bosons should be rejected since it will miss 
the levels with spins I > N + N = 16 • df is nearer to· the classi
cal sdf model with up to one f boson at low spin and more f bo
sons at high spin, but without p bosons it should be rejected due 
to: 1) lack of the 1- low energy level, 2) necessity of p bo
sons in the rotational limit observed in adjacent actinides /5/; 
moreover: 3) it gives no natural explanation of the allowed or not 
allowed side yrare levels, 4) many levels will disappear for hamil
tonian (2). pf will explain all ground yrast band levels and in a 
natural way the allowed or not allowed side band levels discussed at 
the end of the previous section; but without d bosons at all it 
will miss some of the observed E2 at low spin and Bl at high spin 
transitions. 

Thus all three pdf boson types are necessary. To explain the 
allowed or not allowed side yrare band levels, their configurations 
should b9 near to those with two pf boson types. This means that 
the pf boson participation is essential, and that the d boson 
participation might be considerably lower than previously accepted, 

8 

e.g. in numerical calculations with eight parameters 121. Then the 
hypothesis n1 ~ max, max- 2 , n2 .z o, 1 , n~ ~hamiltonian (2) 
fixed value (above I 4 in table 1) is the best one to account for 
spin I intervals in which the side yrare band levels are allowed 
or possibly not. At the same time it permits the observed transitions 
to exist (see below). It will mean that the f boson number n' 
( octupole correlations) will be near to 0 at low spin I and 
increase from 0 at spin I = B = ll up to N = ll at spin 
I = ~B = 3~ • The d boson number n2 (quadrupole correlations) 
will remain oscillating at a low level, most probably 0 - 1 • The 
p boson number n1 (dipole correlations) will increase :trom 0 
at spin I = 0 up to 9 - ll at spin I = B = 11 aDd decrease to 
0 at spin I = ~B = 3~ • 

Let us point out that our a1 , n2 , r? values in the cases of 
table 1, including the best choice aentioned above, will permit the 
obserTed Bl , Ill , ~ transitions to exist with the already 

introduced lowest order oil1 , T111 , rfB2 transition operators /If./, 
e:mept for Ill I~I - 1 transitiou, first order T111 being 
sufficient for 7.((-)1 = even , ·but possibly having to be 
completed by a second order term for :TZ (-)I = odd : 

'rMl =·~ mlrbj~jll + ... 1 rb2+b0+r~bi12 + c~~l~2b2bJl. (6) 
j = 1 j~ ~ ~.1,2,~r ] J 

We should pay attention that the hamiltonians (2) or (3) with the 
correction (4) are too simplified to account for all the details. 
Surely, one should include a boson interaction able to explain: 
1) a smooth transition from the . .tbrational to the interaediate 
limit at lowest spin, 2) sul.l level energy deYiatiou from expe
rillent to theory shown in figure 1, 3) scarce data on Bl , Ill , ~ 
transition »ates. 

In coaclJid.on, the point about essential participation of both the 
p and f bosou is in our opinion sufficient to be viewed as 
eYidence for the existence of combined dipole octupol& correlations 
in nuclei. It supports the main idea of IIIBII to include a definite 
combination of negative parity and odd spin bosone, in this case 
p and f bosons. 
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MHxaHnoa M.H., HaA*aKOa E.r., E4-88-543 
AHw H., 6pHaHCOH W., Wyn~ H., BaHeH B. 

nHnonbHYe OKyYnOnbHYe KOppenR~MM a 6030HHOH MOAenH 
H AeMOHCTpa4MR MX c~ecTaoaaHMR a RApax 

MoAenb MHOrMX B3aMMQAeHCTay~x 6o30HOa /MHB6/, aaeAeHHaR paHee, a ee 
cny4ae spdf 6osoHoa, npMMeHeHa K HOaOMY sKcnePMMeHTY no aM6pa4HOHHOMY RAPY 
2~8 Ra 180 • noKasaHO, 4TO OHa OOMCWBaeT ecTeCTaeHHYM o6pasOM, npH Cy~eCTBeH
HOM y4aCTKH pf 6o30HOB, KaK OCHOBHYe HpaCT nonoCY nonO*HTenbHOM H OTPM~a
TenbHoH 4eTHOCTK, TaK M caoeo6pa3HWe Mpape nonocw OAHHaKOBOH npocTpaHCTaeH
HoH "M o6paTHOH cnMHOBOH (-)1 4eTHOCTH. TaKHM o6pasOM STOT sKcnepHMeHT 
C ero 6o30HHoH MHTepnpeTa4HeH MO*HO paCCMaTpMaaTb KaK AeMOHCTpa~HO cy~eCTao
&aHHR KOM6HHMpoaaHHWX AMOOnbHWX OKTYOQnbHWX KOppenR~MH a RAPaX. 

Pa6oTa awnonHeHa a· 1/ na6opaTOpHM TeopeTM4eCKOH ~3HKH OMRH, 2/ CRN, 
CTpac6ypr K 3/ CSNSM, Opce, $paH~MR. 

fipenpHHT 061.eJumeHHoro IDICTHTyTa ~epHWX HCCJie.rlOIIBIIIdi. ,l{y6Ha 1988 

Hlkhallov I.N., Nadjakov E.G., E4-88-543 
Aicne H., Brlan~on Ch., Schulz N., Vanln V. 

Dipole Octupole Correlations In a Boson Hodel 
and Evidence for-Their Existence in Nuclei 

The Interacting multi boson model /IHBM/ introduced earlier, in its 
spdf boson case, Is applied to a new experiment on the vibrational nucleus 
21: 8 Ra 80 • It Is shown to describe In a natural way, with the essential 
participation of pf bosons, both the ground yrast bands with positive and 
negative parity, and the peculiar side yrare bands with the same space " 
and opposite spin (-)1 parity. So this experiment together with Its boson 
Interpretation can be viewed as evidence for the existence of combined 
dipole octupole correlations In nuclei. 

The Investigation has been performed at the 1/ Laboratory of Theoreti
cal Physics, JINR, 2/ CRN, Strasbourg and 3/ CSNSM, Orsay, France. 
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